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Featured Application: The reference architecture presented is to be instantiated with different1

components which is then used to analyse the attack surface of those components.2

Abstract: Connected autonomous vehicles (CAVs) will be deployed over the next decade with3

autonomous functionalities supported by new sensing and communication capabilities. Such4

functionality exposes CAVs to new attacks that current vehicles will not face. To ensure the safety5

and security of CAVs it is important to be able to identify the ways in which the system could be6

attacked and to build defences against these attacks. One possible approach is to use reference7

architectures to perform an attack surface analysis. Existing research has developed a variety8

of reference architectures, but none for the specific purpose of attack surface analysis. Existing9

approaches are either too simple for a sufficiently detailed modelling or require too many details to10

be specified to easily analyse a CAV’s attack surface. Therefore, we propose a reference architecture11

using a hybrid Functional-Communication viewpoint for attack surface analysis of CAVs, including12

the Devices, Edge, and Cloud systems CAVs interact with. Using two case studies, we demonstrate13

how attack trees can be used to understand the attack surface of CAV systems.14

Keywords: Connected Autonomous Vehicles; Reference Architecture; Attack Surface Analysis15

1. Introduction16

In recent years interest in deploying connected autonomous vehicles (CAVs) on real road networks17

has been increasing [1]. In order to enable the applications that depend on connectivity [2] and18

autonomy [3], vehicle computer systems are becoming more complex and there are becoming a greater19

number of ways in which the vehicles can communicate with other devices, each other, nearby Edge20

infrastructure, and the Cloud. Such changes in complexity [4], connectivity, and levels of autonomy21

means that there are more ways in which a CAV can be attacked [5] and a successful breach carries22

greater impact.23

Due to the safety ramifications, it is important to protect the security of vehicles and the systems24

they rely on. Security breaches could lead to vehicle theft, privacy leakage, or in the worst case lead25

to injury or death of occupants. Analysing these security threats in isolation is insufficient since26

vulnerabilities could be, and often are, exploited in combination to lead to escalated threats with the27

potential for greater harm.28

Reference architectures can be used to help understand and analyse complex systems, specifying29

the entire system and any interactions. In addition to being a useful tool for analysis, a reference30

architecture can be used to assist in performing attack surface analysis, for example, as part of the31

system level analysis and design in SAE J3061 [6, Figure 7]. By using output from a threat modelling,32

the identified goals, resources, capabilities, motivations and presence of an attacker can be used with33
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a reference architecture to help understand how an attack could be executed. However, a problem34

with using existing reference architectures for attack surface identification and analysis is that they are35

often either lack important details [7] in order to derive certain categories of attacks, or too complex [8]36

for vehicle manufacturers and CAV system designers to feasibly use (which will be elaborated on37

in Subsection 2.1 and Subsection 2.2). This paper addresses these issues by proposing a hybrid38

Functional-Communication viewpoint reference architecture for attack surface analysis. This reference39

architecture aims to balance the complexity-completeness trade-off, such that the model is sufficient40

complex to model a wide range of interactions but remains easy enough to practically use.41

While many of the attacks against traditional vehicles could be modelled using this reference42

architecture, we target L3–L5 autonomous vehicles (which are described in Table 1). These are the43

new and emerging autonomous vehicles that are beginning to be deployed, and which will encounter44

new threats compared to L0–L2 vehicles [9]. These new threats may try to manipulate input sensor45

data [10] in order to affect how and where an autonomous vehicle drives, or may simply try to remotely46

take control of the vehicle’s functions [11]. There is the potential for these attacks (and others [12])47

to have a large impact due to the potential of leading to unsafe conditions for vehicle occupants and48

pedestrians [13]. As the way in which vehicles are designed and operated is changing at a rapid49

pace, this reference architecture aims to focus on the next 10 years [14] of autonomous vehicles and be50

flexible to facilitate future changes.51

To demonstrate the effectiveness of using this reference architecture to perform attack surface52

analysis, we instantiate it with two different case studies. Using the interactions of components in53

the reference architecture and goals identified from a threat modelling, attack surfaces are derived.54

Performing the threat modelling to identify attacker goals, motivations, capabilities and resources is55

out of the scope of this paper as the attack surface defines how these goals can be reached, but does not56

aim to specify what these goals are. There exist many threat modelling approaches [6,15–18] that can57

be used as input to the reference architecture. In the first example of valet parking, the attacks against a58

vehicle parking itself in an autonomous car park are investigated. In the second example, a real world59

attack against Tesla vehicles is used to highlight the need to consider the Edge infrastructure in the60

security of CAVs.61

We make the following contributions in this paper:62

1. A reference architecture made up of 4 sub-architectures: CAVs, Devices & Peripherals, the Edge,63

and the Cloud formed of a hybrid Functional and Communication viewpoint.64

2. A methodology to use the reference architecture to synthesis the attack surface in the form of65

attack trees.66

3. Two case studies to demonstrate the applications of attack surface and attack tree analysis in67

deepening the security knowledge of the system.68

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present relevant related69

work, including examining existing vehicular reference architectures. Section 3 describes our proposed70

reference architecture, its components and relevant attack surfaces, and in Section 4 describes the71

methodology for using the attack surface; including using attack trees as a method to perform the72

analysis. In Section 5 two case studies of example applications are presented as instantiations of our73

reference architecture. The implications of the reference architecture is discussed in Section 6; and74

future work is presented in Section 7, before the paper concludes with Section 8.75

2. Related Work76

There has been much work conducted on analysing the threats that an autonomous vehicle77

will face [7,11,21–23]. The issue with existing work on threat analysis is that they did not consider a78

comprehensive ranges of components (i.e. CAV, devices, Edge, Cloud) that form the potential CAV79

operational contexts. This means that threats which use a combination of attacks against different80

components in specific orders can be missed. Reference architectures have been developed to aid in81
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Table 1. Levels of Vehicular Autonomy [19] from no autonomy (where the driver is in full control of
the vehicle) at level 0 to level 5 where the vehicle is in full control.

Level Name Description Example

0 None The human driver is in full control. Anti-lock Braking
System

1 Driver
Assistance

The human driver is assisted by a driver assistance system of
steering or acceleration/deceleration using information about
the driving environment. The human performs all other tasks.

Cruise Control

2 Partial

The human driver is assisted by one or more driver assistance
systems of both steering and acceleration/deceleration using
information about the driving environment. The human
performs all other tasks.

Lane Centring

3 Conditional
The autonomous vehicle controls all aspects of driving, with
the expectation that the human driver will respond
appropriately to a request to intervene.

Traffic Jam
Chauffeur [20]

4 High
The autonomous vehicle controls all aspects of driving, even if
a human driver does not respond appropriately to a request to
intervene.

Driverless Valet
Parking [20]

5 Full The autonomous vehicle is in full control and no human input
related to driving is expected. Driverless Cars

the design of products and services for autonomous vehicles, but have seldom been used to provide82

a wider view of composite threats. Those reference architectures that do exist, can suffer from being83

too broad, or are insufficiently detailed, for attack surface analysis. When too broad, they require84

specifying less pertinent details as part of the model, which detracts from performing the attack surface85

analysis. When insufficiently detailed, there are threats that cannot be analysed using the reference86

architecture. The remainder of this section will present related work on reference architectures used to87

model autonomous vehicle systems.88

2.1. Reference Architectures89

In order to better analyse how a system is structured reference architectures are used as an90

abstract way of specifying a system. A reference architecture is an approach to model a system91

and provide a consistent and standardised way to describe that system. This common model should92

be created such that it is able to describe a broad range of scenarios that the system can be used in.93

Reference architectures allow modularisation of a system into components and interfaces between94

these components to be defined. These features can be used to assist with system development in a95

scalable way (e.g., by multiple organisations [24]) and also facilitate testing of the system.96

This paper will develop a reference architecture specifically for assisting in the attack surface97

identification and analysis in CAVs. We will present our reference architecture in the next section,98

but provide here an overview of existing reference architectures. This related work guides our own99

development, and assists us in identifying the shortcomings of existing schemes that are discussed in100

the next section.101

A common feature of reference architectures is to decompose the system they are modelling into102

multiple viewpoints and then specify those viewpoints in detail. There are several different viewpoints103

that reference architectures can present, including:104

• Functional: how the components work and what their tasks are105

• Communication: how the components interact106

• Implementation: how the components are implemented107

• Enterprise: the relation between organisations and users108

• Usage: concerns of expected usage of the system109
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• Information: the types of information handled by the system [25]110

• Physical: the physical objects in the system and their connections111

Of these viewpoints, presenting the Functional, Communication, and Implementation tend to be the112

most common as they cover what the system does and how the system interacts with itself and other113

systems. When developing a reference architecture, it is important to develop only the viewpoints114

necessary to describe the system to prevent a user of the reference architecture needing to provide115

additional unnecessary information.116

2.1.1. Non-CAV Reference Architectures117

Before exploring the existing CAV reference architecture it is useful to examine reference118

architectures for different fields. In doing so they raise interesting ideas for ways in which CAV119

reference architectures can be improved.120

A common architectural framework for the development of interoperable industrial internet121

systems was presented in [26]. The Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) is divided122

into four viewpoints, namely Business, Usage, Functional and Implementation. While the last two123

viewpoints are of utmost importance in the identification of a system’s threats and vulnerabilities, as124

they are concerned with a system’s functional requirements, interdependencies, and technological125

implementations. The IIRA also describes a system’s business objectives and expected usage, both of126

which go beyond the scope of a reference architecture for attack surface analysis.127

A Smart Grid Reference Architecture was developed in [27] which uses Business, Functional,128

Information, and Communication viewpoints. Explicit considerations of information security, are129

included (i.e., confidentiality, privilege escalation), however, the methodology of how to perform130

a security analysis of the system is not described. The systems described are complex and include131

many implementation details, including the scenario a component is operating in and what actions132

the component is involved with. From a security analysis perspective the reference architecture133

could be simplified (e.g., by removing business cases) to reduce the scope for which cyber security134

needs to be considered. This means that while the reference architecture states that it is useful for a135

cyber security analysis, due to it describing aspects of a Smart Grid which do not have cyber security136

considerations, performing a cyber security analysis is difficult. The conclusions from this are that137

reference architectures for cyber security analysis, should focus on the aspects of the system for which138

cyber security is relevant.139

2.1.2. CAV and ITS Reference Architectures140

A functional reference architecture for autonomous driving was introduced in [28], which141

provided a foundation for considering the functionality of an autonomous vehicle irrespective of142

its implementation. There are close relations between functional safety and security analysis in143

the automotive domain. The functional safety analysis relies on information taken from hazard144

identification, which can be influenced by security aspects such as the communication between the145

components or access to assets. On the other hand, the implemented countermeasures to address146

functional safety can determine the security level of the system. As a result, there are certain attempts147

to integrate security into (functional) safety analysis in CAV, such as SAE J3061 [6]. However, there is148

insufficient focus on CAV interactions to support using this model for an attack surface analysis. This149

is because the approach focuses on the vehicle only, and does not consider interactions with RSUs,150

other vehicles, the Internet, and other devices.151

In [7] a security-focused risk assessment was performed for autonomous driving (AD). To achieve152

this the authors defined a reference architecture by synthesising from multiple academic and industrial153

AD sources to model select AD applications. The model was instantiated for different selected154

applications of interest and a risk assessment of the identified threats was performed. The authors155

note that their work does not attempt to perform an exhaustive specification of threats, but to provide156

ways to specify the system to aid in deriving the threats. The reference architecture and analysis of it157
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performed in our work is similar to this paper, however, we argue that certain details are lacking from158

this model which prevents a sufficiently in-depth analysis of the attack surface.159

A reference architecture for ITS infrastructure that focuses on business and organisational aspects160

of the system was presented in [29]. While the paper does not discuss technical considerations of an161

ITS system, the organisational aspects highlight certain areas of interaction which are of interest from162

a security perspective. One issue that was highlighted was that heterogeneous systems had trouble163

interacting due to different implementations by different suppliers. An adaptor was required to allow164

these systems to interact, which would be a component of the attack surface. The reference architecture165

raises the importance of service collaboration, for example, parking and guidance services will need to166

collaborate to ensure a car is not directed to a full car park. The interactions between these services167

will also form part of the attack surface.168

A detailed and comprehensive reference architecture for cooperative and intelligent transport169

was developed in [8]. There are three components to this architecture, (i) Architecture Reference170

for Cooperative and Intelligent Transportation (ARC-IT), (ii) Regional Architecture Development for171

Intelligent Transportation (RAD-IT), and (iii) Systems Engineering Tool for Intelligent Transportation172

(SET-IT). RAD-IT focuses on tools for regional ITS architectures and SET-IT focuses on assisting with173

developing “architectures for pilots, test beds and early deployments”. They key component is ARC-IT174

when it is used to specify a Functional viewpoint1 and Communication viewpoint2. The architecture is175

designed to be comprehensive, which is a benefit as the architecture can be used to specify interactions176

in detail. However, the additional detail adds additional complexity that makes the tool harder to use.177

There is need for a simpler model that can be easily analysed.178

The CARMA project [30], which aims to investigate the distribution of the autonomous control179

functions throughout an ITS defines a three tiered architecture in terms of the CARMA CORE, CARMA180

EDGE and VEHICLE. The CARMA CORE layer acts as in a supervisory role of the distributed vehicle181

control functions (such as mission planning of the end-to-end vehicle trip). The majority of mid-level182

controls, such as improving the calculation of reference signals for vehicle control, are implemented183

in the CARMA EDGE. However, some of these mid-level controls are implemented in the VEHICLE184

layer. The CARMA system presents a model of a complex autonomous system that introduce a185

number of security concerns and challenges [31]. A reference architecture could be used to achieve an186

understanding of the attack surface thereby allowing a more holistic threat assessment.187

ITS reference architectures have also been developed for other regions, such as Holland [32], the188

USA [33], and Europe [34]. However, these architectures suffer from the same problem that ARC-IT189

does, that they are intended to be very general and cover a wide range of considerations of intelligent190

transport systems. This lack of focus reduces their usability to undertake an attack surface analysis.191

2.2. Requirements for Attack Surface Analysis192

The extant reference architectures for CAVs variously consider analysis (of attacks and of risk),193

viewpoints, and features (autonomous vehicles, devices, edge and cloud). The reason that these194

architectures have different characteristics is that they serve different purposes. When analysing an195

attack surface, not all of the characteristics are required, indeed some are undesirable as they may be too196

detailed and complex, and as such not be effective for easy identification of the surface and associated197

threats. To be most effective, a reference architecture needs to have the essential characteristics and198

no more. For example, [8] considers the widest range of viewpoints, but this can hamper the security199

analysis. One example of this is that the information flow of the system is described in the Physical200

Viewpoint using entities from the Enterprise View. These information flows are also described in the201

Communications viewpoint. This repetition is helpful for system design within a single viewpoint, but202

1 https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/viewpoints/functional.html
2 https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/viewpoints/communications.html

https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/viewpoints/functional.html
https://local.iteris.com/arc-it/html/viewpoints/communications.html
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Table 2. Summary of CAV Reference Architectures where the purpose, viewpoints used and the
components are identified with a 3 if included or an 7 if not included.
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Behere and Törngren [28] 7 7 3 7 7 3 7 7 7 3 7 7 7

Osório et al. [29] 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Dominic et al. [7] 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7

The Architecture Team [8] 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 3

Passchier and van Sambeek [32] 7 7 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 3 3

Heise [33] 7 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 3 7 7 3 7

Begoña et al. [34] 7 7 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 7 7 3 3

This Work 3 7 3 3 ~ 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 3

not security analysis across multiple viewpoints; a more focused reference architecture can simplify203

the process of performing a cyber security attack surface analysis.204

The minimal viewpoints required for a cyber security attack surface analysis are Functional205

and Communications, as is it necessary to know what the system does and how it interacts. This206

allows what actions an adversary can perform and how an adversary’s interactions with the system207

can produce the attack. Other components are necessary for other systems, for example, the208

Physical viewpoint is required to investigate cyber-physical attacks. Other viewpoints, such as the209

Implementation viewpoint are important to analyse attacks against specific systems. But to perform a210

more general attack surface analysis, the Functional viewpoint is sufficient. Other viewpoints (e.g.,211

Enterprise and Usage) are useful in considering different types of security such as security management.212

Therefore, the Functional and Communications viewpoint can be focused on when performing a cyber213

security attack surface analysis.214

A comparison of the existing and proposed reference architectures is provided in Table 2. Features215

that the reference architecture includes is indicated with a 3, and features that are not included216

are indicated with a 7, the following features are shown: (i) purpose of the reference architecture217

(Analysis), (ii) the viewpoints used (Viewpoints), and (iii) the areas the reference architectures consider218

(Considers). Our work partially considers the Implementation viewpoint as it can be implemented as a219

virtual component and is thus marked with a ~. Some of the existing reference architectures fail to focus220

on the wide range of interactions that a CAV could be involved with. Most reference architectures221

include Edge devices such as RSUs, but do not considering the wider range of interactions between222

CAVs, Devices & Peripherals, the Edge and the Cloud. Without considering all of these interactions,223

it will be impossible to analyse many current and emerging attacks, so a new reference architecture224

needs to specify these interactions.225

2.3. Summary226

There are many threats that have been identified for CAVs and there have been several reference227

architectures developed to analyse the attack surface of CAVs. However, the reference architectures228

tend to either be too broad and consider aspects of an ITS that do not need to be specified when229

considering the attack surface of CAVs, or lack sufficient detail to analyse certain types of threats. In230

the next section we will present a reference architecture formed of a hybrid functional-communication231

viewpoint to address the lack of reference architectures that balance ease of use with being sufficiently232

detailed.233
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3. A CAV Reference Architecture: Components and Related Attack Surfaces234

The reference architecture presented in this work uses the Functional and Communication235

viewpoints combined into a single hybrid viewpoint. These are the minimal two viewpoints needed,236

as a threat agent would need to know what the CAV does and how the CAV can be interacted237

with to attack it. However, the Implementation is also an important viewpoint (as will be shown in238

Section 5), because a threat actor can take advantage of vulnerabilities in the implementation of a239

component. To resolve this in our reference architecture, the implementation can be considered as240

part of a functional component, or as a virtual functional component that exists and interacts with all241

components. Important virtual components that might exist include the Operating System and the242

hardware that the software is executing on (e.g., Electronic Control Units (ECUs)). The users of the243

system are considered when identifying the scenarios of interest in which the reference architecture244

will be instantiated with concrete components. Finally, how users and organisations interact may lead245

to security issues (e.g., resetting a password), but as these threats do not specifically relate to CAVs246

they are out of the scope of this paper.247

The four sub-architectures that are presented were designed by identifying key components248

within CAVs and the ways it which they will interact. The sub-architectures for CAVs and Devices &249

Peripherals are presented in Figure 1. The two sub-architectures for the Edge and the Cloud are shown250

in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. These architectures are composed of various abstract components which251

need to be instantiated with concrete implementations to undertake an analysis of the architecture. For252

example, the Sensors component could be instantiated with GPS, LIDAR, tire pressure, and temperature253

sensors. These components should be instantiated with the desired concrete implementations that are254

required for a specific application. When analysing different applications, the reference architecture255

will be instantiated with a different set of components.256

3.1. CAV Reference Architecture257

The first of three reference sub-architectures is shown in Figure 1, and it specifies the abstract258

components for CAVs and the devices & peripherals that interact with the CAV. Certain components259

are not included in the diagram as they are implementation details. For example, how the components260

interact (internal communications, usually via the Controller Area Network (CAN)), how the261

components are implemented (usually as an ECU), or what operating system is used. These262

components are important to consider when analysing attacks, but they do not form the high level263

functionality of the system. For example, the telematics control unit subject to research in [22] contains264

multiple functional components in a single physical component. The remainder of this section will265

describe the components present in the architecture.266

3.1.1. Wireless Communications267

Example Attacks

• DoS V2X communications [35]
• Eavesdrop
• Replay
• MiTM Intercept
• Incorrect handling of malicious

packets (e.g., DAB [36]) leading
to RCE

• Context information leakage
(e.g. location, identity [37])

• Sybil Attacks [38]
• Colluding to defeat agreement

protocols [39]
• Wormhole (Relay) Attack [40]

Vehicles are currently or expected to be equipped with268

multiple antennas in order to communicate over different269

wireless protocols. This includes antennas for (i) receiving audio270

over AM, FM or DAB radio, (ii) receiving and transmitting271

IEEE 802.11 WiFi, (iii) bidirectional V2X communications over272

IEEE 802.11p, and (iv) bidirectional cellular antennas (such273

as 4G). It may also be the case that Internet of Things (IoT)274

technologies such as IEEE 802.15.4 or ZigBee are included275

to facilitate interoperability with IoT networks. Many of the276

systems in the CAV will interact with the communications due277

to the need to coordinate with nearby vehicles, or to provide278

services to the vehicle’s users. As communications are the279

primary way in which vehicles will exchange information, they280
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Figure 1. CAV and Devices & Peripherals Reference Architectures (Hybrid Functional-Interaction
viewpoint)

will be the avenue through which most attacks are launched. These attacks may try to compromise or281

interfere the way in which packets are communicated, or compromise the components to which the282

packets are forwarded.283

3.1.2. Physical Inputs and Output284

Example Attacks

• Cause electrical damage [41]
• Install malicious software (e.g.,

by firmware updates on CDs or
USB sticks) [11]

Physical inputs and outputs that are contained within a285

vehicle include ports such as USB, OBD-II, audio connections,286

and others. Exploiting these ports is typically harder for an287

attacker as they would usually require physical access to the288

vehicle, however, due to the presence of additional devices that289

connect to these ports there are ways in which attacks can be290

performed via a remote connection.291

With the presence of a USB port (depending on the protocol with which the hardware interprets292

the data), there is the possibility for an adversary to gain access to the vehicle’s internal network [42].293

Malicious USB sticks could be given out to people loaded with music or videos for free, with the294

intent of being plugged into the vehicle. When plugged in, malware could attempt to access the295

internal vehicle’s CAN bus. Another approach is to fool users into connecting a device that resembles296

a USB stick but can repeatedly deliver a high voltage discharge that would destroy a vehicle’s internal297

electronics [41].298
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3.1.3. Internal Communications (Virtual)299

Example Attacks

• Send crafted packets [11,42–44]
• DoS [43]
• Eavesdrop [43]

As well as a communication system that allows a CAV to300

communicate with external devices (such as RSUs or 3rd party301

vehicles), they also have an internal communication system such302

as a CAN bus. This is used to connect the multiple components303

that form an implementation of the functions specified in the304

architecture. This communication network is not explicitly specified as a component, as it is implicit305

due to the components interacting. Vehicles may also use a different internal interaction (such as306

Ethernet) in the future and by under-specifying this implementation detail, the reference architecture307

is more generic.308

Attacking this internal communication network can be performed by a direct connection to it,309

for example, via an OBD-II port. Alternatively, an attacker can gain access to this internal network310

via vulnerabilities in the components that connect to it. Once these components are compromised311

an attacker will have access to eavesdrop on messages sent [43], or the ability to inject malicious312

messages [42–44]. With access to the internal network of a vehicle many functional aspects of the vehicle313

can be controlled, including: the radio, instrument panel, the vehicle’s body, engine, brakes, HVAC,314

and others [21]. A solution to these issues is to use encryption and authentication of messages [45],315

however, vehicles currently on the road act as if the CAN bus is a walled garden and do not attempt to316

encrypt or authenticate messages sent on the bus.317

3.1.4. Sensors (Internal and External)318

Example Attacks

• Induce misleading readings
(Spoof, Replay, Delay) [10]

• Blind, Jam [10]
• Tamper (Disable, Replace)

Sensors are a key component of CAV systems. The vehicles319

will rely on their input to build a model of the world. Example320

sensors include: (i) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) to321

be aware of a vehicle’s position, (ii) wheel rotation senors to be322

aware of velocity, (iii) LIDAR to be aware of the relative position323

of other vehicles, (iv) parking cameras to assist drivers, and a324

variety of other sensors such as temperature, humidity and light. Sensors may also observe information325

passively about the occupants in the vehicle. As sensors are a way for the vehicle to obtain the state of326

the environment around it, if that data can be maliciously manipulated, then the vehicle may make327

incorrect decisions based on the manipulated data. Alternately, an adversary may attempt to eliminate328

the vehicle being able to use certain sensors, such as by jamming GNSS signals or producing too much329

LIDAR interference for the data to be useful [10]. Another approach may be for an adversary to place330

additional sensors on the vehicle exterior, or to subject the sensors to physical manipulation.331

In certain systems, the vehicle’s sensors may wirelessly communicate their data to the car (such332

as when monitoring tire pressure [46]). Most sensors are expected to be hardwired to the system due333

to high reliability requirements. Wireless sensors pose a greater security threat as there is a larger334

attack surface for an adversary to take advantage of. For example, the Tire Pressure Monitoring System335

(TPMS) leaks identity information about the vehicle by including unencrypted identifiers in the packets336

it sends. Due to the lack of authentication and validation, the system also is vulnerable to spoofing and337

replay attacks, where the vehicle could easily be fooled into believing the tire is flat even if it was not.338

3.1.5. Data Storage339

Example Attacks

• Violate Integrity (manipulate
data)

• Violate Confidentiality (extract
data)

• Violate Availability (delete data)
• Violate Non-repudiation (delete

logs)
• Remote firmware update [22]

Vehicles will need to store data, including (i) the firmware340

and software used to run the car, (ii) maps and navigation341

information, (iii) music and videos for the entertainment system,342

and other information necessary for different use cases. This343

data will not be stored in a central location on the vehicle and344

will be stored in multiple locations. Data storage should also345
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be segregated based on the purpose for the data. For example,346

music and video should not be stored in the same location as the347

vehicle’s software, but implementation details may mean that348

this is not the case. Not all data will be stored locally, some will be present in the Cloud and only349

requested when required. Other data may be stored in the Edge, or even in other vehicles on the road.350

3.1.6. Data Analysis351

Example Attacks

• Induce bad analysis (e.g.,
adversarial ML [47])

• Obtain analysis
• Malicious input to put analysis

into infinite loop (DoS)

To make sense of the data obtained from external sources352

(such as the sensors) and the data stored locally in the vehicle,353

some sort of analysis will need to be performed on it. This354

analysis may use simple conditions to trigger actuators (e.g.,355

if temperate rises above a threshold, then turn on the air356

conditioning), but more complicated techniques such as machine357

learning models will also be used. These machine learning358

models will be prevalent in CAVs due to the need for autonomy.359

Localisation360

One of the key pieces of knowledge for an autonomous vehicle is its location. Information such as361

from GNSS can be used to provide a fairly accurate location [48] as long as the vehicle is in an open362

area with few buildings blocking satellite signals. Other approaches such as dead reckoning are used363

to calculate the vehicle’s current position based on a previously known position, the vehicle’s speed,364

heading, and the travel time.365

Object Identification366

As part of autonomous driving it will be necessary for the CAV to be able to identify objects.367

These objects will include people, obstacles, road signs, and many other objects. Machine learning368

based algorithms will be used to perform visual identification. However, using machine learning can369

open the vehicle up to being attacked in new ways. One example is adversarial machine learning,370

where input manipulation can lead to unexpected results. For example, in [49] 3D printed objects371

were crafted to be misclassified by an object detection model. In one case a turtle was detected as372

a gun, such a detection could lead to unexpected behaviour in the vehicle. Alternate issues might373

include the vehicle failing to recognise another vehicle, such as when a Tesla was involved with a fatal374

accident when it attempted to drive under a truck [50]. An adversary manipulating the data provided375

to sensors, may affect the actions vehicles take.376

Sensor Fusion377

To improve accuracy of sensor input the data provided from sensors is usually fused, such as via378

a Kalman Filter [51]. By doing so the quality of the fused data should be higher than the individually379

sensed data. However, if manipulated sensor data is used then the fusion approach could produce380

less accurate or even inaccurate results [52]. In [53] spoofing sensor data was used to control a UAV,381

with the technique possibly extendable to other autonomous vehicles. Therefore, the sensor fusion382

technique needs to be aware of how to handle data provided by an attacker, such that it does not lead383

to incorrect actuations.384

Action Engine385

Once an autonomous vehicle has both determined its location and the road objects surrounding386

it, it may call on the Action Engine sub-module to decide what it must do next. Possible actions to be387

taken include interactions with other connected vehicles on the road and both short and long term388

driving decisions. RSUs or the Cloud, on the other hand, make use of the Action Engine to ensure389
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that the vehicle control and planning systems are correct and safe, and to ensure that multiple vehicles390

on the road at the same time coordinate and are managed to move people and packages to their391

destinations in the most effective way.392

3.1.7. Energy System393

Example Attacks

• Overcharge battery to damage it
• Drain power

The energy system both supplies energy (in the form of394

electricity) to the systems within a CAV and is also capable of395

being supplied with energy. Energy can be supplied back to the396

batteries through the use of regenerative breaking, solar panels,397

recharging cables, and other sources. The energy system is also398

tasked with maintaining the vehicle’s batteries to ensure power is safely drawn from them. If the399

energy system is compromised then unsafe usages of electricity may follow which could lead to400

damage to the vehicle.401

3.1.8. Actuation402

Example Attacks

• Disable

This module contains any components that can perform an403

action with an impact on the physical world. This may include,404

applying the brakes, changing wheel speed, changing the angle405

the wheel is pointed in, operating the air conditioning, lowering406

or raising windows, locking and unlocking car doors, and others. If an adversary is not attempting407

to gain information about the vehicle or passengers, then actuating components are likely to be the408

key target. For example, an attacker may attempt to compromise a large number of vehicles in order409

to provide Theft as a Service (TaaS) [54]. Rather than steal cars, the thief will install malware on as410

many vehicles as possible. Then, when there is demand for a particular car the malware can give the411

thief access to the vehicle. The adversary who installed the malware may not even need to active the412

malware themselves, as they could provide a crafted key to the intended buyer.413

3.1.9. Monitoring and Logging414

Example Attacks

• No longer forensically valid
• Extract data

Monitoring and logging are important aspects for CAVs415

in a number of scenarios, including: verifying that vehicles are416

functioning correctly, analysing past decisions made, and will be417

used to manage maintenance schedules. For example, if a CAV is418

in an collision the vehicle will need the ability to explain why it made the decisions before the collision.419

If an adversary is capable of accessing the diagnostics unit then it may rewrite decision making history,420

preventing reliable auditing.421

3.1.10. Infotainment422

Example Attacks

• Arbitrary code execution (via
browser) [43]

• Arbitrary code execution (via
crafted audio/video files)

The infotainment system is used to manage the423

entertainment system within a vehicle (such as audio/video424

systems) and information systems (such as maps and navigation,425

phone, and car status). Infotainment systems are also likely to426

contain a web browser to facilitate access to the internet for both427

entertainment and information. An issue with infotainment428

systems is that they may process data from untrusted sources. If the data is maliciously crafted to take429

advantage of vulnerabilities in the system, then an attacker may be able to remotely execute arbitrary430

code.431

3.1.11. Human-Machine Interface432
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Example Attacks

• Spoofing vehicle status
• Intercept commands

A Human-Machine Interface (HMI) is any device or433

software which allows a person to actively interact with a434

machine. A passive observation of the occupants would be435

performed by the Sensors component. In vehicles HMI includes436

critical systems such as the steering wheel, accelerator pedal, break pedal, and gear controls. Less437

critical system include the controls on the dashboard and feedback mechanisms. An attacker may438

attempt to intercept the signals from the HMI to prevent the vehicle doing something other than439

requested. Alternatively, the attacker might use the HMIs to report statuses that are incorrect to440

attempt to get the driver or passengers to perform certain actions. For example, the adversary may441

turn on engine safety warnings (when there is no problem) to cause the driver to stop the car. The442

attacker could then use this opportunity to steal the vehicle, or perform other attacks, such as attaching443

a tracking sensor.444

Note that HMI does not communicate directly with the actuators. There will need to be some data445

analysis performed that potentially adjusts the action performed. For example, an anti-lock breaking446

system would not always actuate the brakes in the way the driver requests.447

3.2. Devices and Peripherals Reference Architecture448

Vehicles may have a number of peripherals that interact with each other. Some examples of the449

kinds of devices and peripherals that may be present and in use are: (i) Car Keys, (ii) Smart phones, (iii)450

MP3 players, (iv) Bluetooth devices, (v) 3rd Party Navigation Systems, (vi) Dashcams, (vii) Portable451

games consoles, and others. These devices could either interact with the vehicle or simply be present452

within the vehicle. Some of these interactions may be relatively simple, such as accessing the vehicle’s453

WiFi in order to connect to the internet via a cellular connection. Others may involve accessing the454

vehicle’s storage, actuating the infotainment system, or controlling other aspects of the vehicle. These455

peripherals are additional vectors that attackers can take advantage of to attack the system. This may456

be by loading the device with malware to gain control [55], or interacting with the context of the457

inter-device communication [56].458

It is also the case that some of these interactions may be unintended. For example, a passenger459

leaving their phone in an automated taxi may leak the journey history of the taxi if it is running a460

phone tracking service. This sort of leak could also be caused by an attacker intentionally attaching461

such a device to the vehicle.462

3.2.1. Applications463

Example Attacks

• Location tracking via sensor
data (e.g., magnetometer [57])

• Data harvesting
• Become internal attack vector

for remote adversary
• Malicious smartphone app

interfering with CAN bus [55]

One of the key features of certain devices (such as464

smartphone) are the ability to run applications on it. Some465

vehicle manufacturers (such as Volkswagen [58]) are creating466

mobile apps that obtain information from the car or allow the467

app to control certain features (such as the infotainment system).468

If the phone is compromised then that malware may be able to469

affect the vehicle’s systems via the app. The attacker may be able to leak data about the car, gain an470

internal vector to the vehicle’s systems, or use the phone’s connection to the cloud to attack the vehicle.471

3.2.2. Sensors472

Example Attacks

• Blind, Jam
• Induce misleading readings

(Spoof, Replay, Delay)

The devices within a vehicle may have their own sensors473

that reveal information about the state of the environment inside474

the vehicle, or about the vehicle itself. An adversary may wish475

to take advantage of these sensors to gain knowledge about476

the vehicle, which could be potentially useful in escalating the477

severity of other attacks.478
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3.2.3. Wireless Communications479

Example Attacks

• Relay Attack (Car Key
Signal [40])

• Replay attack (e.g., unlock car
using recorded signal)

• Wireless protocols leak identity
information about owner [59]

• Facilitates tracking of person
and vehicle [56]

The devices present in a vehicle are expected to480

communicate wirelessly. This may be with the cellular network,481

directly with the vehicle, or possibly with other devices in the482

vehicle. One example, is that vehicular privacy may be leaked483

due to the presence of devices in the vehicle. For example, WiFi484

devices will broadcast their MAC addresses periodically when485

looking for a device to connect to [59]. Bluetooth devices will also486

beacon their MAC address in order to find devices to connect487

to [56]. Both reveal identity information that could be used to488

track people in vehicles.489

3.3. Edge Reference Architecture490

Example Attacks

• Modify hardware (Tamper)
• Disable hardware

The Edge reference architecture specifies the interactions of491

components that occur between operations of the vehicle and492

the operations of the Cloud. This may include devices used to493

access a WAN (such as cellular base stations or WiFi hotspots).494

Edge devices must include some functionality that does not occur remotely but occurs close to where495

the vehicle is operating or at the boundary between the vehicle and the cloud. There is a wide496

range of scenarios that could be considered in the Edge reference architecture. The main example are497

Road-Side Units (RSUs) which are computing devices placed along road networks to support CAVs498

travelling along the roads. These devices will communicate with autonomous vehicles to assist their499

autonomous activities. Alternate pieces of infrastructure could also be considered as part of the Edge.500

For example, internet connected traffic lights, smart parking garages, and others, may need to interact501

with autonomous vehicles and actuate components to facilitate autonomous driving.502
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Certain components have been previously described (e.g., Sensors, Data Analysis) and will not be503

repeated as part of the Edge sub-architecture. Some components previously described will be repeated504

due to differences with the previous sub-architectures.505

3.3.1. Communication506

Example Attacks

• Edge Emulation [60]
• DoS

Communication on the Edge has additional capabilities507

compared with CAVs and the Devices & Peripherals within508

them, as the Edge can be physically connected to a wide area509

network (WAN) rather than just wirelessly connected. Such510

physical connections might be provided by high bandwidth fibre, Ethernet and other communication511

approaches that require a physical medium. However, Edge nodes will still need to have wireless512

communication in order to facilitate V2I communication. This communication will include the513

technologies specified in vehicles to facilitate Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) (e.g.,514

IEEE 802.11p and/or C-V2X). Other technologies might include non-vehicular specific cellular515

communications, WiFi and protocols to interact with IoT systems (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4).516

3.3.2. Data Storage517

Example Attacks

• Violate Integrity (manipulate
data)

• Violate Confidentiality (extract
data)

• Violate Availability (delete data)

Data storage at the Edge will typically be centralised in518

each device as a single piece of hardware. As the Edge is519

susceptible to tampering it is important to ensure precautions520

such as encrypting the entire disk is used to prevent a threat521

actor from removing, reading from, and then replacing the disk.522

3.3.3. Actuators523

Example Attacks

• Disable

Edge systems may potentially have the ability to actuate524

key pieces of infrastructure which can influence the environment525

(such as traffic lights, or barriers). Depending on what the526

actuator is, the Edge device(s) may be capable of having a large527

impact on the behaviour and security of vehicles. For example, a compromised Edge might claim a528

certain actuation state that is not true, such as claiming a traffic light is green when it is red.529

3.3.4. Energy System530

Example Attacks

• Disconnect power supply

The energy system being used to power the Edge system is531

important to consider as different kinds could be used. Typically532

Edge systems will be powered using mains power and the attacks533

on this system relate to removing access to this power. However,534

alternate power systems (such as via batteries and renewable energy like solar) may be used in areas535

where providing mains power is infeasible or too costly.536

3.3.5. Physical IO537

Example Attacks

• Privilege Escalation

The Edge will have Physical IO ports that allow technicians538

to connect directly to the Edge infrastructure. These ports should539

be protected using physical security mechanisms (such as locks)540

to protect against attacks. From a cyber security perspective the541

ports need to defend against attacks that occur once physical security is bypassed. This means that any542

user connecting via these ports should be correctly authenticated and forensic logs made about these543

connection attempts.544

3.3.6. Monitoring and Logging545
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Example Attacks

• Delete/Modify logs
Records of actions taken by both the Edge and Cloud will546

need to be kept. This is to allow investigators to understand why547

a specific sequence of action occurred. They will also be needed548

to understand performance characteristics of the system.549

3.3.7. Microservices550

Example Attacks

• Malicious firmware deployment
• Privilege Escalation

Microservices involve an application or services designed to551

provide functionality via a collection of loosely coupled services.552

These microservices each provide a single service compared to553

a monolithic model which provides multiple services at once.554

Benefits to this style of architecture include: improved scalability555

to a large number of users and increased resistance to certain attacks. A modular architecture is easier556

to test and develop, reducing the likelihood of bugs and vulnerabilities being present. Any services557

that are used internally do not need to be exposed to the wider internet, which reduces the attack558

surface compared to a monolithic application. However, while each individual microservice has a559

smaller attack surface, the inter-microservices communications become a possible avenues of attack.560

3.3.8. Application Programming Interface (APIs)561

Example Attacks

• Lack of user data validation
(e.g., SQL injection)

• Incorrect data disclosure

The APIs exposed by a service hosted on the Edge are used562

to access that service. APIs can be exposed in a number of ways,563

however, a common technique is to use RESTful APIs [61] that564

represent a request and response in JSON which is typically sent565

over HTTP(S). As APIs often involve user provided data, it is566

important to ensure that it is sanitised before being manipulated or used for a task. A lack of sanitation,567

or vulnerabilities in the parsing code of the request can lead to confidentiality or integrity violations. A568

common example of this kind of attack are SQL injections.569

3.4. Cloud Reference Architecture570

The interactions with CAVs and the Cloud, and the operation of the Cloud are important to571

consider with respect to the attack surface of autonomous vehicles. Much of the information that572

CAVs request will be provided by Cloud services and specific applications will require interaction with573

Cloud APIs for services to function. The Cloud reference architecture is intended to be a simplified574

representation of the key components that are important for CAVs. It is sufficiently detailed for an575
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analysis of how attacks on the Cloud will impact a CAV, however, more detailed reference architectures576

and threat models should be used to analyse the Cloud in greater depth (such as [62–64]).577

The remainder of this section will describe the components in the Cloud reference architecture.578

Certain components have been previously described in Subsection 3.3 (e.g., Monitoring and Logging,579

Microservices, APIs) and will not be repeated here.580

3.4.1. Communication581

Example Attacks

• Jam or disconnect link
• MiTM
• DDoS

The communication patterns that occur in the Cloud will582

be more complex due to the Cloud’s need for scalability, high583

performance and high reliability. Rather than having a single584

connection to the wider networking infrastructure, the Cloud585

will have multiple gateways which utilise load balancing to586

improve performance. As the Cloud is internet connected, large services will be under attack from587

DDoS packet spam [65]. This means that firewalls and DDoS protection is an important part of the588

Cloud’s communication infrastructure.589

3.4.2. Data Storage590

Example Attacks

• Insider attacks against data
centre [66]

• Hardware failures limiting
availability

• Unintended remote access

Cloud data storage will be different to both vehicular and591

RSU data storage, as it will be physically distributed across592

many different data centres. The data will also be replicated593

to ensure integrity and availability under hardware failures. This594

replication and distribution increases the attack surface of the595

data storage, as there are multiple sites to consider exploiting596

and the communication between sites to perform the replication597

could also be vulnerable to exploitation.598

3.4.3. Data Analysis599

Example Attacks

• Privacy leakage of user
information (Privacy Preserving
Data Mining to protect it [67])

The data analysis performed by the Cloud is going to be600

different from that performed by the vehicle, as the Cloud601

will have access to much more data over a longer time period.602

Therefore, the Cloud will have different objectives in terms of the603

analysis it produces from the data. For example, it may analyse604

historical data to better predict traffic patterns, which could be used to load balance road networks605

when a vehicle requests a route from its origin to its destination. An attacker may wish to gain this606

analysis (as it is likely to be very valuable) or impact the analysis so it outputs poor results (e.g., such607

that all vehicles are directed into a lower capacity road, leaving higher capacity roads free).608

4. Methodology609

In the previous section we presented the four components our reference architecture that can be610

used as an aid for the examination of cyber security threats and to develop appropriate strategies to611

address these threats. This reference architecture provides an abstracted view of the ecosystem, that612

allows developers of new products, services and infrastructure to see how their own contribution613

fits into this system of systems. To identify and mitigate attacks using the reference architecture, the614

users undertake three steps: instantiate the architecture with their particular use case; isolate the attack615

surface; and identify attack entry points in the boundary and internal interaction points. We explain616

each of these steps below.617
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Figure 4. The process of analysing an attack goal when performing an attack surface analysis.

4.1. Instantiating the Reference Architecture618

Thus far the abstract reference architecture has been presented, with abstract components such619

as Sensors. To use the reference architecture the abstract components needs to be instantiated with620

concrete components as required by the specific scenario of interest (as will be shown in Section 5).621

For example, the Sensors component could be instantiated with multiple sensors such as LIDAR,622

odeometry and temperature when an application needs the output from these sensors to perform its623

function. Not all components need to be instantiated, as the scenario may not involve certain systems624

within the vehicle. Only once the reference architecture has been instantiated with components the625

threats against those components can be identified. Using the reference architecture the threats posed626

by compromised components can be identified by the links specifying how the components interact.627

4.2. Synthesis of Attack Surface628

Once the system has been instantiated for a use case, attack surface analysis is used to identify629

a comprehensive set of feasible methods for adversaries to achieve their goals. Attackers can use or630

combine different attack paths to reach their desired goals. Where mitigations should be implemented631

can be identified by focusing on reducing the ability for an adversary to exploit critical attack632

surfaces. Attack goals can be obtained by systematically performing a threat modelling on the633

critical components or functionality of a system. There are a number of approaches to perform threat634

modelling [6], of which Microsoft’s STRIDE is commonly used in the automotive security domain. A635

reference architecture is useful in conjunction with threat modelling, as it provides a methodology636

to identify the attack routes to achieve a goal that may not have been previously considered in the637

threat modelling. However, performing a threat modelling is out-of-scope for this work to ensure638

generalisation to arbitrary threat modelling techniques.639

One effective method to describe attack surfaces are attack trees, which were first introduced640

in [15] to manage the large number of threats derived from comprehensive threat modelling in general641

security. Attack tress have since been employed in automotive security in a number of scenarios [68–70].642

To create attack trees potential threat agents and their goals in compromising the system first need to643

be identified. For each attack goal, the relevant attack surfaces need to be specified that define possible644

paths to reach this goal. These paths can then be represented as an attack tree. At the end of this645

procedure, a list of attack trees which cover known goals, sub-goals and attack methods of potential646

threat agents are produced.647

In this paper, we also employ attack trees to synthesise, manage, and control the attack surface.648

The process to perform the attack tree analysis is illustrated in Figure 4 and described below:649

1. The goal(s) of the threat actor needs to be specified.650

2. Using these goals, identify the component in the reference architecture that ultimately needs to651

be compromised for these goals to be achieved.652

3. Identify the possible entry points to the system the threat actor could exploit.653

4. Using the entry point(s) calculate the path(s) that an threat actor could take to reach the target654

component from an external interaction.655

5. Considering a threat actor’s capabilities, resources and presence, prune paths that the threat656

actor cannot exploit.657
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Evaluation of threat agents appear at both ends of an attack tree. At the beginning, goals are658

derived from threat agents’ motivations. It is assumed that threat agents will only consider goals that659

follow from their motivations. For example, a thief has a motivation to increase their wealth, so a goal660

is to steal physical assets rather than cause damage. Each threat will require a specific capability to be661

carried out, such as: technique, skills, knowledge, equipment, presence, and others. Therefore, at the662

end of the procedure, the capability of threat agents also needs to be evaluated to check if achieving663

the goal is feasible. If achieving the goal is not feasible, then the attack tree needs to be pruned from664

the set of attack trees generated.665

Existing work has been performed on identifying threat actors and their capabilities, goals,666

resources and motivations which should be used as input to this attack surface analysis. For example,667

a comprehensive library of threat agents for general information systems was provided by Intel [71] in668

their Threat Agent Risk Analysis (TARA) model. This library contains information of 22 threat agents669

and their 9 common attributes. However, many of the agents are inapplicable in to CAV security. For670

example, the TARA list was reduced to the seven most relevant agents in [7], which included: thief,671

owner, organised crime, mechanic, hacktivist, terrorist, and foreign government.672

4.3. Identify Attack Entry Points at the Boundary and Internal Interaction Points673

Attacks against a single component can have limited impact. Therefore, is it often the case that674

compromised components are used to aid in attacking another component, or multiple components675

are attacked simultaneously. These attacks are more complicated and take longer to perform, but can676

have a greater impact on the CAV. The motivations for an attacker to attack a component via another677

compromised component can be divided into two categories: (i) escalating attacker capability, and (ii)678

creating greater impacts. Achieving one of these categories (or both) can be obtained by sequential679

manipulation (attacking a component from another already compromised component), concurrent680

manipulation (attacking two components simultaneously), or a mixture of the two manipulations.681

4.4. Summary682

This section described the procedure to synthesis the attack surface of a system described using a683

reference architecture. To provide an insight into how to apply this technique, two case studies using684

it are explored in the next section.685

5. Case Studies686

In this section we present two different case studies to demonstrate how to use the proposed687

reference architecture for attack surface analysis. The procedure for creating these case studies is as688

follows:689

1. Identify a scenario where cyber security is important.690

2. Instantiate the reference architecture with concrete instances of components that are present in691

the scenario.692

3. Use input from threat modelling to identify the goals, motivations, capabilities and resources of693

an adversary.694

4. Use the instantiated reference architecture to build attack trees. This facilitate the cyber security695

analysis of the scenario by identifying how an adversary will perform attacks.696

5. Finally, identify the ways in which the system can be changed to mitigate the attacks.697

5.1. Driverless Valet Parking698

The first case study is the driverless valet parking example from [20], where a driver wishes to699

leave their vehicle at a parking garage. Once the driver leaves the vehicle, they can request the vehicle700

to autonomously park itself by collaborating with the smart parking garage. The parking garage701

will allocate the vehicle a parking space and provide internal maps to aid the vehicle in locating its702

allocated space. When the driver wishes to retrieve the vehicle, a signal can be sent from a smart703
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Figure 5. Valet Parking: Vehicle and Devices Instantiation

phone to request the vehicle autonomously drives back to its owner. Figures 5 and 6 show how certain704

components were instantiated with concrete components. In this example the Edge resources form the705

smart parking garage.706

As this case study was also examined in [7], by implementing this application we will demonstrate707

the differences between using our reference architecture and the one proposed in [7]. This comparison708

will demonstrate that our architecture allows a more detailed analysis of the attack surface due to709

the consideration of interactions between the vehicle and the devices & peripherals, the Edge, and710

the Cloud. Some different components are included that are not referenced in the example in [7].711

These new components are in boxes with dashed lines. They indicate certain functionality that could712

be involved with a valet parking system and highlight different ways in which the system could be713

attacked that are not covered in the previous work.714

5.1.1. Threat Identification715

A number of threats were identified in the original example in [7] that can also identified using716

the reference architecture proposed.717

• Spoof GNSS on Vehicle: GNSS signals could be spoofed to assist a thief stealing a vehicle.718

• Modify Map via Update on Cloud: A map update is used to force the vehicle along a route to719

an arbitrary destination.720

• Replay Retrieval on Device: A thief replays a recorded signal used to retrieve the vehicle.721
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Figure 6. Valet Parking: Edge and Cloud Instantiation

• Blind Range Sensor on Vehicle: An adversary seeking to cause a crash could blind the range722

sensor to prevent a vehicle from knowing its distance from obstacles.723

• DoS Parking Allocator on Cloud: An adversary seeking to induce a traffic jam or freeze the724

parking garage could DoS the allocator, preventing vehicles from requesting new spaces.725

Using our reference architecture (see Figure 5 and Figure 6), the following additional threats have been726

identified:727

• DoS Parking Sensor on Edge: Cover sensor that detects a vehicle in a parking space to reduce728

the availability of the parking garage.729

• Information Disclosure via Vulnerable APIs on Cloud: Vulnerable APIs can potentially execute730

arbitrary code (such as via SQL injection attacks), allowing an adversary to remotely obtain731

sensitive data about the parking garage system.732

• MiTM on Edge: A device could be placed in the parking garage that mimics roadside733

infrastructure. If it has a high signal strength vehicles would prefer connecting to that overt V2I734

rather than the Edge infrastructure of the parking garage, allowing a MiTM attack between the735

vehicle and the cloud services. This attack could reveal sensitive information about the user736

(such as financial details). It could also be used to over allocate vehicles causing a large traffic737

jam in the parking garage (denying vehicle availability).738

This work does not perform the threat modelling in step 3, as it is expected to input this739

information from one of the many different threat modelling techniques.740

Considering the additional components contained within the dashed lines, the following additional741

threats have been identified:742

• Cut Mains Power on Edge: A vehicle should be able to autonomously exit the parking garage743

even if power is lost, whether the power loss is malicious or not. If the vehicle is unable to exit744

the parking garage then availability of the vehicle is denied to its owner.745
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Table 3. Attack Tree Analysis for Driverless Valet Parking Use Case with example threat actors and
their goals.

TA Goal(s) Attacked Functions Attack Surfaces Detailed attacks
on assets

Th
ie

f

Steal the CAV

F1 Stop the CAV at
location that is
convenient to steal

Sensors that are responsible
to stop the CAV in incidents;
OR edge (can ask CAV to
stop)

A12 or A22

F2 Mislead the CAV to
false location by
falsifying the route

Cloud (giving false map);
OR Edge (giving false
location); OR GNSS sensor
(responsible for location
sensing)

A21 or A11 or
A23 or A24

F3 Control the CAV:
compromise the
command to make it go
to false location

Edge (giving false
command); OR Key (control
the CAV directly

A31 or A32

H
ac

ti
vi

st

Manipulate the
CAV operation

F1 Stop the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

F2 Mislead the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

F3 Control the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

F4 Track the CAV Cloud (storing location
information of the CAV) A41

Te
rr

or
is

t

G1 Manipulate the
CAV operation to
create accident or
damage

G1-F1 Stop the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

G1-F2 Mislead the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

G1-F3 Control the CAV (See Thief analysis) (See Thief
analysis)

G2 Disrupt the
station operation

G2-F5 Stop parking
management services Cloud; Or Edge F5: A21 or A25

• Incorrect Indoors Positioning on Edge: If the Edge assists the vehicle perform indoors746

positioning, then spoofed and jammed signals could be used to decrease the vehicle’s certainty747

of its position.748

By including the additional interactions with the Edge and Cloud, as well as a better structuring of749

components and their interactions, our reference architecture has allowed more threats to be identified.750

The identification process does not require specifying a large amount of details compared to more751

comprehensive reference architectures such as [8].752

Attack trees were built from these specified potential threats by first selecting the most relevant753

threat agents; which are the thief, hacktivist, and terrorist.For each threat agent the most important754

goals were identified. The attack trees were then analysed for each of these goals, which is summarised755

in Table 3. Finally, each tree was combined into a single tree (Figure 7) to illustrate the security analysis756

of the use case with respect to the threats, threat agents and their goals.757

5.1.2. Discussion758

One of the interactions specified in [7] was a key/remote that is used to initiate the retrieval of a759

vehicle from the parking garage. This occurs by the key communicating directly with the vehicle and760

initiating its automated driving to exit the parking garage. An alternate architecture involves a user761

using an app on a smart phone to contact a cloud service to request the retrieval of a vehicle. This means762

the parking garage has greater control over vehicle parking allocating and scheduling vehicle retrieval.763
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Figure 7. Attack Tree for Valet Parking Example that highlights multiple ways in which an attacker can
reach its goal.

We use the alternate model as we believe it more accurately describes the way in which this system764

will be implemented. This means the steps of vehicle retrieval goes from (a.i) Key communicates with765

vehicle to request autonomous retrieval, (a.ii) vehicle autonomously drives to owner through parking766

garage, to (b.i) User requests vehicle retrieval using smart phone, (b.ii) cloud service schedules vehicle767

retrieval to prevent traffic jams in parking garage, (b.iii) vehicle autonomously drives to owner.768

Our proposed reference architecture allows a more comprehensive attack surface to be identified769

than in previous work. For example, with the valet parking application, we can identify additional770

threats compared to [7], because we define the previous unspecified Devices & Peripherals and Cloud771

sub-architectures and more thoroughly define the Edge sub-architecture. A comprehensive attack772

surface is always important because a missed threat can lead to risk being underestimated, and may773

create severe consequences if attackers can use it to exploit the system.774

5.2. Tesla Exploitation775

An example of an attack that needed to compromise multiple components to gain further control776

of the vehicle was presented in [43]. The default behaviour of the vehicle was to connect to an777

unprotected WiFi hotspot and opening a website in the infotainment. By setting up an alternate WiFi778

hotspot with the same SSID but broadcasting at a higher power, the vehicle instead connected to the779

alternate hotspot, which allowed traffic to be redirected to a custom server. This means an attacker780

with semi-local presence could perform this attack. To perform the initial attack the adversary needed to781

identify a vulnerability in the web browser running in the infotainment system. By chaining together782

multiple browser vulnerabilities the adversary could execute arbitrary code through the compromised783

browser. Privilege escalation was then required to affect the system in substantial ways. Without784

gaining the privilege escalation the adversary would have little ability to affect the internal systems.785

However, read access to memory storage was provided through the browser exploit, which revealed786

debug information that included procedures for upgrading firmware. This allowed a custom firmware787

to be flashed to certain components, which is capable of performing arbitrary tasks.788
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Table 4. Attack Tree Analysis for Tesla Use Case with example threat actors and their goals.

TA Goal(s) Attacked Functions Attack
Surfaces

Detailed attacks
on assets

H
ac

kt
iv

is
t

HG: to control the CAV components
(e.g. IC, Parrot, Gateway) remotely

HF1 get shell access
AS-HF1: IC,
Parrot,
Gateway

A-HF1: A43 or
A42 or A41

HF1.1: overwrite
firmware

AS-HF1.1:
Linux Kernel,
Browser

A-HF1.1: A22

HF1.1.1: get
firmware address

AS-HF1.1.1:
Browser A-HF1.1.1: A21

HF1.1.2: redirect
browser to fake
domain

AS-HF1.1.2:
Browser, WIFI

A-HF1.1.2: A11
or A12 or A13

HF2: get root
privileges

AS-HF2:
Linux Kernel A-HF2: A31

HF2.1: disable the
security app

AS-HF2.1:
Linux Kernel A-HF2.1: A32

Te
rr

or
is

t

TG: to create high safety impact
attack by autonomous vehicle
TG1: to control the CAV remotely
TG2: to monitor the CAV to find
environment where it can create
high safety impact (e.g. involves
many people)

TG1: See attacked
function analysis for
HG

See attack
surfaces for
HG

See attacks for
HG

TG2: TF-TG2: to
track the CAV and its
operating
environment

AS-TF2: See
similar
analysis in
valet driving
example

TG2: See similar
analysis in valet
driving example

So the summarised steps are as follows, with FUNCTIONAL components and implementations of789

those components formatted differently (see more details of reference model in Figure 8 and Figure 9):790

1. EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS connects to popular WiFi hotspot791

2. A malicious WiFi hotspot spoofs the SSID with a greater signal strength792

3. Compromise browser in INFOTAINMENT793

4. Privilege escalation in Operating System794

5. STORAGE access795

6. Flash firmware (change STORAGE)796

7. Custom firmware eavesdrops/transmits/blocks messages on the CAN bus (INTERNAL797

COMMUNICATIONS)798

Even with access to the CAN bus safety features limited the adversary’s ability to perform certain799

actions. For example, the authors attempted to open the trunk while the vehicle was in motion, but800

this was prevented. However, the authors found a way to block certain CAN message which allowed801

them to open the trunk, or to disable automatic locking of doors when the vehicle was moving.802

In response to this vulnerability several controls were added to reinforce the security of Tesla803

vehicles, including (see Figure 10):804

• C1: Greater isolation of the Infotainment web browser from being able to interact with other805

parts of the system806

• C2: Page Table Isolation (which prevents the kernel from accessing user mode memory and thus807

preventing the adversary from executing code in user space)808

• C3: Code Signing (to prevent untrusted code execution)809

To the best of our knowledge, this kind of attack has only been reported three times, twice by the810

Tencent researchers in 2016 and 2017, and once by Checkoway et al. [54]. For each attack, the authors811

reported the step-by-step hacking actions, while the producers quickly provided patches/fixes to the812
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Figure 8. Tesla Exploit: Vehicle and Devices Instantiation

vulnerabilities. Attack tree analysis is an effective framework to address the implications of these813

attacks and how effective the patches/fixes are in eliminating the risks. Firstly, it can represent and814

simplify the attack, while highlighting the relevant components and their relations. Secondly, the815

attack can be understood in greater detail by identifying alternatives in the attack surface that could be816

used to achieve the similar goals. Thirdly, attack implications can be drawn from considering all the817

related threat agents and their motivations. Finally, the controls that manufacturers added to the CAV818

can also be verified and the attack trees can also suggest other effective controls to be considered in819

mitigating the threats.820

The security analysis from [43] is extended by our attack tree analysis in Table 4 and Figure 10,821

with alternatives to browser attacks being identified as part of the attack surface. The goals of the822

hacktivists (i.e. Tencent researchers) can be extended to a higher-impact goal of a terrorist, for example,823

to control the CAV to create accidents when it is operating in a crowded environment. Relations824

between the threats, goals, and agents are illustrated in Figure 10. When applying the Tesla controls,825

it can be seen that the detailed attacks are eliminated, the relevant attack surfaces are significantly826

reduced, while the connections between the surfaces are removed.827

Finally, the ability for the manufacturer to develop a fix in a short time period is important, it is828

also important that the fix can be rapidly deployed to vehicles on the road. In this instance Tesla was829

able to create and deploy a fix for these issues in two weeks. The infrastructure support to widely830
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Figure 9. Tesla Exploit: Edge and Cloud Instantiation

deploy these firmware fixes in a short period of time allows the impact to the vehicle’s occupants to831

be small. If the firmware update needed to be shipped to customers to install themselves, or vehicles832

needed to be recalled, the risk to drivers will be higher due to the longer time the vehicle’s spend833

unpatched. Having an over-the-air update system could introduce the potential for malicious or buggy834

firmware to be deployed to vehicles, however, that is a trade-off that needs to be considered with835

respect to the ability to widely deploy an update in a short period of time.836

6. Discussion837

Having described the reference architecture and presented two case studies that demonstrate how838

to apply it, this section will now discuss some of the implications and issues raised.839

6.1. Expectation that the CAV Architecture Will Change840

We expect that in the next decade and beyond the functionality of a CAV will change in unexpected841

ways. This reference architecture is designed to reflect the functionality that is expected to be deployed842

in the near future. For the far future, we expect that changes will need to be made to the reference843

architecture, which is why it has been designed to be modular. If new components or new interactions844

between components need to be added, then the reference architecture can be updated to include them.845

In doing so the attack surface of the system will change and the analysis will need to be re-performed.846

6.2. Prioritising Attack Surface Analysis847

Given the limited resources, defenders need to prioritise specific attack surfaces to protect, starting848

with threats that pose a high risk (high likelihood and high impact). Therefore, defenders need to849

perform a risk assessment which takes into account threat agents’ capabilities and motivations as850

well as the available controls in the system. However, performing a risk assessment is complicated,851

takes time as it involves a large number of threats, and may contain uncertainties in the calculated852
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Figure 10. Attack Tree for Tesla Example that highlights a sequential attack for the attacker to reach its
goal.

risk. Moreover, CAV risks are not static due to its dynamic operating environments. Consequently,853

the risk assessment will need to be repeated frequently to adapt to such changes. Therefore, to make854

the analysis more effective, it is important to shape the focus by prioritising the security resources for855

several core parts.856

We argue that the core parts that should be prioritised are critical functional components exploited857

frequently by threat agents. When proper controls are applied the corresponding attack surfaces will858

be reduced, which creates further challenges for attackers. For CAVs these components are: (i)859

Communication, (ii) Sensors, and (iii) Data Analysis. Wireless or physical communication is the vector860

through which many cyber-attacks will be perpetrated, as it acts as a gateway between external agents861

and the internal components. Sensors are important because they provide information about CAV’s862

surrounding environments. If sensor information is unavailable or modified maliciously, CAV may be863

manipulated to make harmful decisions. Finally, the Data Analysis is important, as it influences CAVs’864

autonomous functions.865

6.3. The Need to Understand Trust-levels in All the Surfaces866

Dominic et al. [7] recommended that the defenders should not place too much trust in individual867

CAV components. If any single trusted component exists, it can be the single point of failure that868

manipulates the whole security of the system once compromised. Consequently, defenders should869

put redundant security resources in different components to cross-check each other. However, when870

attackers manipulate more than one component, they may also be able to compromise the cross-check,871

eliminating a source of redundancy. Therefore, it is also important to understand trust levels properly872
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in each component. When there are inconsistencies between them, understandings of their trust-levels873

will decide which components are in favour for making security decisions.874

6.4. Isolating Critical Subsystems875

Depending on applications and stakeholders’ interest, some components can be considered more876

critical than others. For example, safety applications emphasise more on driving functionalities, while877

privacy applications focus more on data-related components. Putting more security resources on these878

critical components will not be enough to secure them, given the connections between attack surfaces879

can bring unknown threats from other vulnerable surface as shown in previous sections. Therefore, it880

is also important to isolate these critical parts from other vulnerable surfaces, or at least to create a881

secured shield around them by putting proper controls in their connections.882

6.5. Considerations of Hardware and Software Security883

In this reference architecture, we chose not to include the physical viewpoint and have only884

included a virtual implementation viewpoint as full representations of both viewpoints increase the885

difficulty of performing a high-level security analysis of a CAV. However, it is important to consider886

the security of the hardware and software of these systems. An issue is that for vehicular systems887

the software is typically only available as a black box, as manufactures are in general unwilling to888

supply the source code used for implementation. The same is typically true for the hardware in a889

CAV. This means that it can be useful to consider the system in terms of its functional components890

and their interactions. The high-level reference architecture presented in this work will be useful to891

initially describe the system, but a more detailed modelling language (such as SysML [72]) may be892

preferable when more details need to be specified. However, a reference architecture will be useful893

to highlight the attacker’s path to achieve its goal and select in which component or interaction to894

implement mitigations for the attack. Additionally, it can also be referred in security verification when895

upgrading software or hardware for the system, which can happen frequently in a CAV’s life cycle.896

6.6. Using Reference Architecture to Mitigate Attacks897

The reference architecture can provide an identification of which components and interactions898

are critical to the attacker research a goal. By analysing the generated attack trees, the component899

or interaction in which a mitigation is implemented can be justified. A common desire is to apply900

security controls in all potentially vulnerable components to minimise the attack surface. However,901

security resources are often limited, therefore, it is necessary to prioritise which countermeasures are902

implemented. The reference architecture can help to choose which mitigations to prioritise due to the903

ability to demonstrate the impact the mitigation will have in general. For example, the attack surfaces904

which lead to critical impacts should have the highest priority; while restricting surfaces which open905

the chances to attack other surfaces is usually more efficient than restricting isolated attack surfaces.906

The reference architecture can also useful at the design phase of a system. For example, if security907

is critical, the designers should reduce the use of components that have large attack surface (e.g., by908

replacing them with more secure components) or restricting access to insecure functionality that link909

to other critical functionality. Finally, in the long term, the reference architecture can help to manage910

the complexity of systems and attacks. For instance, it can be used to visualise new vulnerabilities at a911

high level and also identify relevant mitigations when the system design changes.912

7. Future Work913

In this section two key areas in which the attack surface analysis needs to be developed further914

are discussed: (i) the automation of the analysis of system, and (ii) how to understand dynamically915

changing risk in different environments and scenarios.916
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7.1. Automated Analysis917

In this work the reference architecture and the attack surface analysis has been performed918

manually. The important components, their interactions, and the ways in which they can be attacked919

have been derived by analysing how CAVs operate and how they can be attacked. Alternatively,920

the reference architecture and the attack surface analysis could be automated. To achieve this the921

important components and their interactions would need to be manually identified. These interactions922

could be specified in terms of the kind of interaction they represent (for example the class of data that is923

sent from one component to another). With this information the attack surface could be automatically924

explored using information about how an adversary could attack the system. This would allow attack925

trees to be automatically generated. However, not all attacks are likely to be interesting or feasible, so926

some manual pruning would be required.927

7.2. Understanding Dynamic Risk928

Risk analysis has been becoming compulsory to understand and control the potential system929

breaches and vulnerabilities [69]. Moreover, this analysis can also be used to rank the threats to help930

defenders deploy security resource most effectively for a mitigation plan. Although extensive research931

has been carried out on CAV risk analysis, there is little study which adequately tackle dynamic risks932

that CAVs are facing. It is not sufficient to assess CAV risks just for a single time because as a moving933

system, CAV’s environment is changing frequently. As a result, risk assessments need updating to934

reflect new knowledge of environments and systems [73].935

In the future, we plan to investigate factors that affect CAV risk assessment by answering when936

and how new assessments are needed, and the most efficient way to manage dynamic risks. This937

research would be essential to help CAVs to adapt quickly and more appropriately when operating in938

dynamic environments.939

8. Conclusion940

In this paper we have presented a reference architecture from a hybrid functional-communication941

viewpoint. This combined viewpoint allows easier attack surface analysis as the components and their942

interactions can be analysed from a single diagram. This reference architecture has been designed943

with four key sub-architectures for CAVs, the Edge, the Cloud, and Devices & Peripherals. The latter944

three are key to understanding the attack surface of a CAV, because they present new attack vectors945

that have previously been hard to specify. Finally, two examples of how to instantiate the reference946

architecture and analyse that instantiation have been provided showing how new and existing attacks947

can be analysed using this reference architecture.948
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AD Autonomous Driving
CAN Controller Area Network
CAV Connected and Autonomous Vehicles
DoS Denial of Service
DDoS Distributed Denial of Service
DSRC Dedicated Short-Range Communications
ECU Electronic Control Unit
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System (such as GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BeiDou)
ITS Intelligent Transport Systems
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging (detects object distance using light)
MiTM Man-in-the-Middle
RCE Remote Code Execution
RSU Roadside Unit
TaaS Theft as a Service
UAV Unmanned Air Vehicle
USV Unmanned Sea Vehicle
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